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DEPARTMENT OP AGRICULTURE 
WESTERN AUSTRALIA 
Plant Research Division 
EXPERIMENTAL SUMMARY 1985 
l. Cereal weed control - Sorrel, Grass, Capeweed. 
2. Cereal disease - Evaluation of PP450. 
3. Roundup effects on wheat and barley. 
4. Cereal agronomy - Time of seeding, tillage, fertilizer, seed 
rate and varieties. 
5. Noxious weed control - Blackberry 







TITLE: Pre-seeding Grass Control. 
TRIAL NO.: 85 AL 41 
LOCATION: H. & J. Hood - South Stirling 
AIM: 
1. To evaluate Roundup and Sprayseed ~ixtures with Glean, Ally 
and Yield for the control of gra~s before seeding. 
2. To determine the effects of cultivation and delay time 




Sprayseed + Glean 
Sprayseed + Ally 
Sprayseed + Yield 
Roundup 
.Roundup + Glean 
Roundup + Ally 
Roundup + Yield 
Roundup + Sprayseed 
6) Direct Jrill or scarify before seeding. 
C) Seed 1, 7 or 13 days after spraying. 
Fertiliser - 120 kg/ha Agras No. 1. 

















Spray Hoegrass l L/ha on half of each plot. 
Ory matter assessment. 
Harvest. 

















low ..:. very 







180 kg/ha Agras 2· +50 kg Urea @ 6 - 8 weeks. 
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SELECTED RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
HERBICIDAL TECHNIQUES 
Grass Control 
Sprayseed/Glean and Roundup/Glean were the best 
herbicide mixtures, qivinq excellent yield responses and weed 
c o r 1 I: r :J l. ·.¥ :1 ..; 11 a p p 1 i e d a s a t an k m i x b e f o r e s e e d i n Q ( T ab 1 e 1 ) . 
TABLE l 
Herbicide 
Grain yield response to various pre pl~11i:i.r1q herbicides 
a pp l i e d at var i ci u s t i ;n es be f o re p 1 ant i n q . 
Time of application 
Days before seedinq 
l 7 13 
Sprayseed 750 ml /ha + Glean 7 Q 
Sprayseed 750 ml /ha + Glean 15 q 
Roundup 500 ml /ha + Glean 7 q 
Roundup 500 ml /ha + G'lean 15 q 
Sprayseed 750 ml /ha + Ally 8 q 
Roundup 500 ml /ha + Ally 8 q 















Roundup 1000 ml /ha 536 467 512 
Grass emerqence after sprayinq has been a particular problem 
in south coast crops. With the new mixtures seedinq must be 
delayed for 2 weeks after sprayinq to qet top yields. 
Mixtures with Yield didn't qive adequate qrass control 
Time of Application of Pre-plantina Herbicides 
An i n t e r e s t i n q r e 1 a t i o n s h i p w a s n o t e d b e t w e e n t i rn i n q 
and rates of pre plantinq herbicides (Graphs 1 and 2). 
GRAPH 1 
Yield 
Yield response to Time of Application of Low Rates 
of Herbicide pre-seedinq. 
800-
700-
· .:. .=..:..::~ · . , . ------Ro u n du p 7 5 O m 1 I h a 
"-' . -·-,-~ __..Spray.seed 750 ml /ha 
600-
'--- . ::;---Roundup 500ml /ha 




1 7 13 
Time of Application (Days pre-seedinq) 
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GRAPH 2 Yield Response to Time of Application of Normal Rates 




500 :::--::-:. _ :::- _ ._ - ..=...-- .::...""~RUSOO +SS 400 m 1 /ha 
- - ··-- - "-..Roundup lOOOml /ha 
Spray.seed 125Dml /1-1a 400 
. ----- · - ·"-spray.seed lOOOml /ha 
300~-·------~----~~~--~~----~ 
l 7 13 
Time of Application (Days pre-seeding) 
It appears that low herbicide rates followed by seeding the 
following day are giving surprisingly improved yields compared to ~ 
the recommended strategy. If this is coupled with rolling to ~ 
overcome seedbed deficiencies then a very cheap, very stable 
system would result. It is worthy of further investigation. 
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85AL4l SUMMARY OF COUNTS,RATINGS,YIELD ETC. 
PRE-SEEDING GRASS CONTROL. 
AVERAGE OF SCARIFS + REPS 
H & J HOOD - SOUTH STIRLING ------------------------FILE A41XSUM 
WHEAT R/GRASS ORY GRAIN 
T.O.A. Rate PLANTS RATINGS MATTER YIELD H.I. 
No Herbicide Days g or /M2 1-6 KG/HA KG/HA 
pre-pl ml/ha 
l Spray. Seed l 750 63.3 4.8 1741 747 .43 
1 Sp ray. Seed 7 750 54.0 5.3 1307 486 .37 
1 Spray, Seed 13 750 60.3 6.0 1723 453 .26 
2 Spray.Seed l 1000 53.5 5.0 1331 303 .23 
2 Spray, Seed 7 1000 49.3 5.3 1426 338. .24 
2 Spray. Seed 13 1000 56.0 5.8 1387 365 .26 
3 Spray.Seed l 1250 47.8 5.0 1365 377 .28 
3 Spray.Seed 7 1250 49.5 5.5 1471 390 .26 
3 Spray.Seed 13 1250 53.8 5.5 1412 429 .30 
4 Spray, Seed + Glean l 750+7.5 60.8 1. 8 2512 1236 .49 
4 Spray.Seed + Glean 7 750+7.5 66.3 1. 3 2587 1362 .53 
4 Spray.Seed + Glean 13 750+7.5 61. 5 2.5 2974 1904 .64 
5 Spray.Seed + Glean 1 750+15 60.5 1.3 2942 1548 .53 
5 Spray.Seed + Glean 7 750+15 58.0 1. 5 2976 1809 .61 
5 Spray.Seed+ Glean 13 750+15 70.8 2.3 3142 2028 .65 
6 S;Jtay,Seed + Ally l 750+4 57.8 2.5 2287 1101 .48 
6 Spray. Seed + Ally 7 750+4 60.5 2.8 1921 9ll' .47 
6 Spray.Seed + Ally 13 750+4 66.8 3.3 199/ ':1~7 • 4:1 
7 Spray, Seed+ Ally l 750+8 57.0 2.3 2791 1523 .55 
7 Spray, Seed + Ally 7 750+8 52.9 1. 8 2476 ll94 .48 
7 Spray.Seed + Ally 13 750+8 56.2 3.0 2535 1136 .45 
8 Spray, Seed + Yield 1 750+1000 61. 5 3.8 1613 1038 .64 
8 Spray, Seed + Yield 7 750+1000 61. 0 3.8 1572 674 .43 
8 Spray.Seed + Yield 13. 750+1000 68.3 4.8 1507 616 .41 
9 Spray.Seed + Yield l 750+2000 55.S 3.3 2173 1116 . 51 
9 Spray.Seed + Yield 7 750+2000 53.0 3.8 2197 1019 .46 
9 Spray.Seed + Yield 13 750+2000 66.3 4.0 1835 944 .51 
10 Nil 1 47.5 5.8 ll90 193 .16 
10 Nil 7 57.0 6.0 ll36 161 .14 
10 Nil 13 63.8 5.3 1288 333 .26 
11 Roundup 1 500 54.8 3.8 1882 776 .41 
11 Roundup 7 500 56.S 4.5 1460 472 .32 
11 Roundup 13 500 49.3 s.o 1525 420 .28 
12 Roundup 1 750 56.S 4.3 1603 616 .38 
12 Roundup 7 750 48.3 5.0 1455 551 .38 
12 Roundup 13 750 54.S s.s 1628 449 .28 
13 Roundup 1 1000 49.4 4.5 1804 536 .30 
13 Roundup 7 1000 58.2 5.0 1606 468 .29 
13 Roundup 13 1000 56.S 5.8 1•685 513 .30 
14 Roundup + Glean l 500+7.5 56.5 2.0 2629 1323 .so 
14 Roundup + Glean 7 500+7.5 61. 0 1. 5 2492 1367 .55 
14 Roundup + Glean 13 500+7.S 62.4 2.5 2623 1315 .50 
15 Roundup + Glean l 500+15 47.8 1. 3 3028lean 13 
15 Roundup + Glean l 500+15 47.8 1. 3 3028 1529 .so 
15 Roundup + Glean 7 500+15 55.3 1. 0 3323 1348 . 41 
15 Roundup + Glean 13 500+15 53.S 1. 5 3080 1790 .58 
5 
16 Roundup + Ally 1 500+4 61. 0 3.0 2114 906 .43 
16 Roundup + Ally 7 500+4 68.8 2.0 2504 1396 .56 
16 Roundup + Ally 13 500+4 67.3 2.0 2443 1263 .52 
17 Roundup + Ally 1 500+8 50.7 2.3 2526 1249 .49 
17 Roundup + Ally 7 500+8 54.7 2.3 2663 1159 .44 
17 Roundup + Ally 13 500+8 57.0 3.5 2164 814 .38 
18 Roundup + Spray.seed 1 500+200 53.8 4.8 1783 652 .37 
18 Roundup + Spray.seed 7 500+200 58.5 5.5 1444 528 .37 
18 Roundup + Spray.seed 13 500+200 50.8 5.8 1522 359 .24 
19 Roundup + Spray.seed l 500+400 54.0 5.3 1448 497 .34 
19 Roundup + Spray.seed 7 500+400 50.8 5.3 1372 441 .32 
19 Roundup + Spray.seed 13 500+400 55.8 5.8 1489 519 .35 
20 Roundup + Yield l 500+1000 51. 3 2.3 2353 1121 .48 
20 Roundup + Yield 7 500+1000 63.3 3.3 2027 901 .44 
20 Roundup + Yield 13 500+1000 60.8 4.0 1838 753 .41 
21 Roundup + Yield 1 500+2000 52.3 1. 8 2402 1258 .52 
21 Roundup + Yield 7 500+2000 69.3 2.5 2375 953 .40 
21 Roundup + Yield 13 500+2000 58.0 3.0 2215 978 .44 
22 Nil 48.3 5.5 1187 283 .24 
22 Nil 45.0 6.0 958 181 .19 
22 Nil 54.3 5.8 1145 213 .19 
85AL41 SUMMARY OF COUNTS,RATINGS,YIELD ETC. 
PRE-SEEDING GRASS CONTROL. 
UNSCARIFIED PRE-SEEDING 
H & J HUUO - SOUIH STIRLING ------------------------FILE A41XSUM2 
WHEAT R/GRASS DRY GRAIN 
T .O.A. Rate PLANTS RA TINGS MATTER YIELD H. I. 
No Herbicide Days g or /M2 1-6 KG/HA KG/HA 
pre-pl ml/ha 
1 Spray.Seed 1 750 67.5 5.0 1396 282 .20 
1 Spray.Seed 7 750 52.5 5.5 931 236 .25 
l Spray.Seed 13 750 58.0 6.0 1583 390 .25 
2 Spray.Seed l 1000 61. 5 5.5 1334 195 .15 
2 Spray.Seed 7 1000 51. 5 5. 5 1370 198 . 14 
2 Spray.Seed 13 1000 53.5 6.0 1262 176 .14 
3 Spray.Seed 1 1250 56.0 5.0 1338 282 .21 
3 Spray.Seed 7 1250 48.0 6.0 1532 291 .19 
3 Spray.Seed 13 1250 44.0 6.0 1277 242 .19 
4 Spray.Seed + Glean 1 750+7.5 72.5 2.0 3138 1208 .39 
4 Spray.Seed + Glean 7 750+7.5 54.5 1. 5 2818 '1553 .55 
4 Spray.Seed + Glean 13 750+7.5 60.0 2.5 3192 1963 .62 
5 Spray.Seed + Glean 1 750+15 54.5 1. 5 3116 1368 .44 
5 Spray.Seed + Glean 7 750+15 53.5 1. 5 3091 1916 .62 
5 Spray.Seed + Glean 13 750+15 77. 0 2.0 2886 1887 .65 
6 Spray.Seed + Ally l 750+4 50.0 3.0 2364 760 .32 
6 Spray.Seed + Ally 7 750+4 50.5 3.0 1831 726 .40 
6 S;:iray.Seed + Ally l3 750+4 61. 5 3.0 2162 842 .39 
7 Spray.Seed + Ally l 750+8 55.5 2.5 2422 1203 .50 
7 Spray.Seed + Ally 7 750+8 56.0 1. 5 2306 1092 . 4 7 
7 Spray.Seed + Ally 13 750+8 52.5 3.0 2288 940 . 41 
8 Spray.Seed + Yield 1 750+1000 62.0 4.0 1831 905 .49 
8 Spray.Seed + Yield 7 750+1000 67.5 4.0 1655 504 .30 
8 Spray.Seed + Yield 13 750+1000 69.5 5.0 1597 435 .27 
6 
9 Spray.Seed + Yield l 750+2000 51. 0 3.5 2281 1073 .47 
9 Spray· Seed+ Yield 7 750+2000 49.0 4.0 2065 1170 .57 
9 Spray.seed + Yield 13 750+2000 60.0 4.0 . 1849 1010 . 55 
10 Nil l 50.5 5.5 1500 232 .15 
10 Nil 7 56.0 6.0 1172 153 .13 
10 Nil 13 62.0 5.5 1309 179 .14 
11 Roundup l 500 45.5 4.0 1759 534 .30 
11 Roundup 7 500 56.0 5.0 1219 260 .21 
11 Roundup 13 500 45.5 5.5 1331 254 .19 
12 Roundup l 750 46.0 5.0 1414 451 .32 
12 Roundup 7 750 38.5 5.5 1568 412 .26 
12 Roundup 13 750 49.0 6.0 1406 335 .24 
13 Roundup l 1000 43.5 4.5 1457 290 .20 
13 Roundup 7 1000 55.5 5.5 1273 260 .20 
13 Roundup 13 1000 48.0 6.0 14 71 241· .16 
14 Roundup + Glean l 500+7.5 58.5 2.0 2144 1027 .48 
14 Roundup + Glean 7 500+7.5 48.0 l. 0 2310 1289 .56 
14 Roundup + Glean 13 500+7.5 55.0 2.0 2335 1179 .50 
15 Roundup + Glean l 500+15 43.5 l. 0 2677 1656 .62 
15 Roundup + Glean 7 500+15 48.5 l. 0 3210 1548 .48 
15 Roundup + Glean 13 500+15 53.5 2.0 3005 1608 .54 
16 Roundup + Ally 1 500+4 69.5 3.5 2033 839 .41 
16 Roundup + Ally 7 500+4 71. 5 2.5 2706 1179 .44 
16 Roundup + Ally 13 500+4 72.5 2.0 2900 1157 .40 
17 Roundup + Ally l 500+8 49.5 2.5 2645 984 .37 
17 Roundup + Ally 7 500+8 53.0 2.0 2771 1052 .38 
17 Roundup + Ally 13 500+8 56.0 4.0 2173 702 .32 
18 Roundup + Spray.seed 1 500+200 61. 5 4.5 1~25 732 .38 
lF3 Roundup + SpraY.seed 7 500+200 59.5 6.0 1446 346 .24 
18 Roundup + Spray.seed 13 500+200 so.a 6.0 1396 210 .15 
19 Roundup + Spray.seed 1 500+400 49.0 6.0 1327 312 .24 
19 Roundup + Spray.seed 7 500+400 48.0 5.5 1399 320 .23 
19 Roundup + Spray.seed 13 500+400 50.0 6.0 1392 389 .28 
20 Roundup + Yield 1 500+1000 53.5 2.5 2371 1105 .47 
20 Roundup + Yield 7 500+1000 68.5 4.0 2119 804 .38 
20 Roundup + Yield 13 500+1000 57.0 4.5 1889 751 .40 
21 Roundup + Yield 1 500+2000 47.0 1.5 2620 1328 .51 
21 Roundup + Yield 7 500+2000 78.5 3.0 2314 880 . 38. 
21 Roundup + Yield 13 500+2000 63.0 3.0 2000 870 .43 
22 Nil 41. 5 5.0 1064 139 .13 
22 Nil 37.5 6.0 1039 154 .15 
22 Nil 64.5 5.5 1360 287 .21 
SCARIFIED PRE-SEEDING WHEAT R/GRASS DRY GRAIN 
--------------------- T. 0 .A. Rate PLANTS RATINGS MATTER YIELD H. I. No Herbicide Days g or /M2 1-6 KG/HA KG/HA 
pre-pl ml/ha 
1 Spray.Seed 1 750 59.0 4.5 2087 1212 .58 
l Spray·Seed 7 750 55.5 5.0 1684 736 .44 
l Spray·Seed 13 750 62.5 6.0 1864 516 .28 
2 Spray.Seed l 1000 45.5 4.5 1327 411 . 31 
2 Spray.Seed 7 1000 47.0 5.0 1482 477 .32 
2 Spray•Seed 13 1000 58.5 5.5 1511 555 .37 
3 Spray.seed 1 1250 39.5 5.0 1392 473 .34 
3 Spray.Seed 7 1250 51. 0 5.0 1410 488 .35 
3 Spray•Seed 13 1250 63.5 5.0 1547 616 .40 
7 
4 Spray.Seed + Glean 1 750+7.5 49.0 1. 5 1885 1263 .67 
4 Spray.Seed + Glean 7 750+7.5 78.0 l'. 0 2357 1170 .50 
4 Spray.Seed + Glean 13 750+7.5 63.0 2.5 2756 1845 .67 
5 Spray.Seed + Glean 1 750+15 66.5 1. 0 2767 1728 .62 
5 Spray.Seed + Glean 7 750+15 62.5 1. 5 2861 1701 .59 
5 Spray·Seed + Glean 13 750+15 64.5 2.5 3397 2169 .64 
6 Spray.Seed + Ally 1 750+4 65.5 2.0 2209 1443 .65 
6 Spray.Seed + Ally 7 750+4 70.5 2.5 2011 1096 .54 
6 Spray.Seed + Ally 13 750+4 72.0 3.5 1831 1132 .62 
7 Spray.Seed + Ally 1 750+8 58.4 2.0 3160 1842 .58 
7 Spray.Seed + Ally 7 750+8 49.8 2.0 2645 1296 .49 
7 Spray.Seed + Ally 13 750+8 59.9 3.0 2782 1331 .48 
8 Spray.Seed + Yield 1 750+1000 61. 0 3.5 1396 1172 .84 
8 Spray.Seed + Yield 7 750+1000 54.5 3.5 1489 843 . 57 
8 Spray.Seed + Yield 13 750+1000 67.0 4.5 1417 796 .56 
9 Spray.Seed + Yield 1 750+2000 60.0 3.0 2065 1159 .56 
9 Spray.Seed + Yield 7 750+2000 57.0 3.5 2328 867 .37 
9 Spray•Seed + Yield 13 750+2000 72.5 4.0 1820 879 .48 
10 Nil 1 44.5 6.0 881 154 . 17 
10 Nil 7 58.0 6.0 llOO 1 70 .15 
10 Nil 13 65.5 5.0 1266 486 .38 
11 Roundup 1 500 64.0 3.5 2004 1019 . 51 
11 Roundup 7 500 57.0 4.0 1702 684 .40 
11 Roundup 13 500 53.0 4.5 1720 585 .34 
12 Roundup 1 750 67.0 3.5 1792 780 .44 
12 Roundup 7 750 58.0 4.5 1342 690 .51 
12 Roundup 13 750 60.0 5.0 1849 564 .30 
12 Roundup 1 1000 55.3 4.5 2152 782 .36 
13 Roundup 7 1000 60.9 4.5 1939 675 .35 
13 Roundup 13 1000 64.9 5.5 1900 784 . 41 
14 Roundup + Glean 1 500+7.5 54.5 2.0 3113 1619 .52 
14 Roundup + Glean 7 500+7.5 74.0 2.0 2674 637 .24 
14 Roundup + Glean 13 500+7.5 69.8 3.0 2911 1451 .50 
15 Roundup + Glean l 500+15 52.0 1. 5 3379 1401 .41 
15 Roundup + Glean 7 500+15 62.0 1. 0 3437 ll49 .33 
15 Roundup + Glean 13 500+15 53.5 1. 0 3156 1972 .62 
16 Roundup + Ally 1 500+4 52.5 2.5 2195 973 .44 
16 Roundup + Ally 7 500+4 66.0 1. 5 2303 1613 .70 
16 Roundup + Ally 13 500+4 62.0 2.0 1986 1368 .69 
17 Roundup + Ally 1 500+8 51. 9 2.0 2407 1514 .63 
17 Roundup + Ally 7 500+8 56.3 2.5 2555 1266 .50 
17'Roundup + Ally 13 500+8 57 .9 3.0 2155 926 .43 
18 Roundup + Spray.seed 1 500+200 46.0 5.0 1640 572 .35 
18 Roundup + Spray.seed 7 500+200 57.5 5.0 1442 709 .49 
18 Roundup + Spray.seed 13 500+200 51. 5 5.5 1648 507 . 31 
19 Roundup + Spray.seed 1 500+400 59.0 4.5 1568 683 .44 
19 Roundup + Spray.seed 7 500+400 53.5 5.0 1345 562 .42 
19 Roundup + Spray.seed 13 500+400 61. 5 5.5 1586 650 .41 
20 Roundup + Yield 1 500+1000 49.0 2 :o 2335 ll36 .49 
20 Roundup + Yield 7 500+1000 58.0 2.5 1936 997 .52 
20 Roundup + Yield 13 500+1000 64.5 3.5 1788 754 .42 
21 Roundup + Yield 1 500+2000 57.5 2.0 2184 1188 .54 
21 Roundup + Yield 7 500+2000 60.0 2.0 2436 1027 .42 
21 Roundup + Yield 13 500+2000 53.0 3.0 2429 1086 .45 
22 Nil 55.0 6.0 1309 427 .33 
22 Nil 52.5 6.0 877 208 .24 
22 Nil 44.0 6.0 931 139 . 15 
8 
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DIRECT DRILLED 
FILE A41COMSU 
T.O.A. Rate MEAN MEAN MEAN MEAN 
No Herbicide Days g or GRAINS GRAINS lOOOG HEADS 
pre-pl ml/ha /HEAD /M2 WT /M2 
3 Spray•Seed l 1250.0 11. 8 939 31.8 78.0 
3 Spray· Seed 7 1250.0 10.2 820 29.0 80.8 
3 Spray.seed 13 1250.0 12.7 942 21. 3 73 .8 
5 Spray.Seed+ Glean 1 750+15 31. 7 5984 34.7 189.l 
5 Spray• Seed + Glean 7 750+15 31. 0 6023 33.8 194.0 
5 Spray.Seed + Glean 13 750+15 38.4 7678 . 27.2 197.5 
11 Roundup l 500.0 17.4 1862 38.4 106.9 
11 Roundup 7 500.0 12.2 801 28.9 64', 7 
11' Roundup 13 500.0 ·13. 9 1099 27.8 39.4 
12 Roundup l 750.0 19.3 1616 30.0 80.8 
12 Roundup 7 750.0 14.0 1124 31.8 80.8 
12 Roundup 13 750.0 16.0 1561 27.5 94.2 
13 Roundup l 1000.0 15.0 1184 25.7 78.7 
13 Roundup 7 1000.0 19.4 1785 24.0 89.3 
13 Roundup 13 1000.0 19.6 1300 20.0 65.4 
14 Roundup + Glean 1 500+7.5 13.9 1751 86.9 146.2 
14 Roundup + Glean 7 500+7.5 34.4 .4179 35.3 119. 5 
14 Roundup + Glean 13 500+7.5 27.0 3971 39.3 145.5 
15 Roundup + Glean 1 500+15 33.4 5965 29.8 180.0 
15 Roundup + Glean 7 500+15 30.4 6643 31. l 219.3 
15 Roundup + Glean 13 500+15 28.0 5273 32.5 188.4 
16 Roundup + Ally l 500+4 26.0 38U7 31. 6 139.9 
16 Roundup + Ally 7 500+4 28.5 5748 30.0 197.5 
16 Roundup + Ally 13 500+4 25.8 4050 30.7 157.5 
17 Roundup + Ally l 500+8 24.6 3847 31. l 156.8 
17 Roundup + Ally 7 500+8 26.0 4240 32.1 157.5 
17 Roundup + Ally 13 500+8 22.9 3300 30.5 138.5 
18 Roundup + Spray.seed l 500+200 19. l 2063 30.l 108.3 
18 Roundup + Spray.seed 7 500+200 16.2 1428 22.6 87. 2 
18 Roundup + Spray.seed 13 500+200 16.5 1124 20.9 68.2 
19 Roundup + Spray.seed l 500+400 13.5 1073 28.2 80. l 
19 Roundup + Spray.seed 7 500+400 11. 6 1053 32.3 90.7 
19 Roundup + Sp r a y,s e e d 13 500+400 11. 2 1093 35.7 97.7 
SCARIFIED PRE-SEEDING 
---------------------T.O.A. Rate 
No Herbicide Days g or MEAN MEAN MEAN 
pre-pl ml/ha 
3 Spray•Seed 1 1250.0 18.8 2503 34.7 132.2 
3 Spray.Seed 7 1250.0 16.6 1838 33.6 109.0 
3 Spray.Seed 13 1250.0 16.8 2097 37.3 125.8 
4 Spray ·Seed + Glean 1 750+7.5 25.6 5589 39.l 109.0 
4 Spray.seed + Glean 7 750+7.5 27.l 6064 34.5 111. 8 
4 Spray.Seed + Glean 13 750+7.5 24.8 4884 37.0 98.4 
5 Spray•Seed +Glean l 750+15 25.2 5783 35.7 222.9 
5 Spray•Seed +Glean 7 750+15 26.l 5322 39.4 206.0 
5 Spray.Seed+ Glean 13 750+15 24.7 5514 40.9 220.7 
6 Spray•Seed + Ally l 750+4 24.8 4981 32.2 100.5 
6 Spray•Seed + Ally 7 750+4 23.l 4778 33.2 103.3 
6 Spray.Seed + Ally 13 750+4 16.4 3588 41. 8 109.7 
11 Roundup 1 500.0 20.0 3368 34.9 168.7 
9 
11 Roundup 7 500.0 17. 8 2577 34.9 143.4 
11 Roundup 13 500.0 15.6 2148 35.0 136.4 
12 Roundup l 750.0 18.2 2449 37.9 135.0 
12 Roundup 7 750.0 18.5 1937 39.9 105.5 
12 Roundup 13 750.0 17.2 2236 39.6 130. 8 
13 Roundup l 1000.0 23.2 2739 14.0 59.l 
13 Roundup 7 1000.0 19.6 2123 33.l 54.l 
13 Roundup 13 1000.0 15.5 1565 34.l 50.6 
14 Roundup + Glean l 500+7.5 30.0 6249 26.5 188.4 
14 Roundup + Glean 7 500+7.5 22.7 4619 35.5 203.9 
14 Roundup + Glean 13 500+7.5 22.5 4490 35.8 199.7 
15 Roundup + Glean l 500+15 26.7 6417 37. 0 - 239.7 
15 Roundup + Glean 7 500+15 26.5 6170 39.5 233.4 
15 Roundup + Glean 13 500+15 32.6 7182 33.5 222.9 
16 Roundup + Ally l 500+4 19.5 3191 32.5 162.4 
16 Roundup + Ally 7 500+4 23.7 4747 38.3 201.8 
16 Roundup + Ally 13 500+4 27.4 5083 33.l 185.6 
17 Roundup + Ally l 500+8 34.4 6437 26.3 187.7 
17 Roundup + Ally 7 500+8 25.8 4353 36.0 84.4 
17 Roundup + Ally 13 500+8 24.4 3088 27.1 63.3 
18 Roundup + Spray.seed l 500+200 25.0 3114 24.9 118 .1 
18 Roundup + Spray.seed 7 500+200 18.9 2650 33.8 140.6 
18 Roundup + SpraY.seed 13 500+200 13.3 1461 38.6 109.7 
19 Roundup + Spray.seed 1 500+400 17.l 1930 36.2 114.6 
19 Roundup + Spray.seed 7 500+400 44.0 5236 17. 2 116. 0 














Sorrel Control with Ally. 
85 AL 39 
L. Burkin - Graen Range. 
1. To determine the efficiency of Ally on 
sorrel compared to Roundup, Dicamba and 
tordon, applied either pre or post 
seeding. 
2. To determine to the effects of sorrel 
controlling herbicides on Aroona wheat and 
Stirling barley. 
3. To determine if these herbicides affect 
the pasture composition in the next year. 
A) Ally at 3, 5 and 10 g/ha. 
Dicamba at 1.5 L/ha. 
Tordon 242 at l L/ha. 
B) All applied 40 days or 5 days pre-seeding 
or at 6 leaf stage. 
C) Roundup l L/ha plus Dicamba 500 mls/ha at 
40 days or 5 days pre-seeding. 
D) Seed Aroona at 50 kg/ha. 
Stirling at 50 kg/ha. 


















50 kg/ha Super topdressed 
immediately post seeding. 
55 kg/ha Urea. 
Select, peg and soil test site. 
Spray 40 day pre-seed treatments. 
Spray 5 day pre-seed treatments. 
Spray Sprayseed/Dicamba all plots 
except 4, 11 and 18. 
Seed all plots. 
Count cereal plants and sorrel crowns. 
Spray post emergence treatments. 
Apply Urea 55 kg/ha. 
Count sorrel crown post-emergent 
treatments. 








Chloride 21 ppm Very low 
pH 5.61 Good 
RECOMMENDATION: 180 kg/ha Super plus 60-80 kg/ha UreB 3-5 
weeks post seeding. 
FILE A39XSUM 
~ 19/7/85 19/7/85 24/9/85 15/10/85 12/12/85 12/1218 
8lH.EY 9Jffi.. SIJm_ rnv 9)ffi_ ffil\IN 
1R NJ.l-ER3ICICE PATE TilvE CF Fl.PNTS crotiNS rn:JoNS ~TTER PAm.c YIB..D 
PfR..IQ'.ffICN /M2 /M2 M2 ~ ?IDv£R ~ 
1 PU.Y 3g 40 Ol\YS At 84.5 7.5 2215.0 30.7 1825.3 
2 PU.Y 5g 40 Ol\YS At 94.l 1.2 1758.3 3.2 1378.3 
3 PU.Y lOg 40 Ol\YS At 76.0 2.1 20'27.l 1.8 1855.l 
4 FU + DICJ.l.£!\ l+.5 l 40 Ol\YS RE fQ.7 24.0 1512.9 9.5 1251.6 
5 DICJ.l.£!\ 1.5 l 40 Ol\YS At 78.9 60.4 1922.7 51.7 14€8.3 
6 TIRll'.J 242 1.0 l 40 Ol\YS At 75.5 22.9 1646.0 47.7 1490.0 
7 Nil... 74.9 108.0 1700.8 88.3 1102.6 
8 Jlll.Y 3g 5 Ol\YS At fQ.9 9.5 Wl.2 9.3 1937.0 
9 Jlll.Y 5g 5 Ol\YS At 76.3 2.9 1755.7 9.7 1355.9 
10 Jlll.Y lOg 5 Ol\YS Ff£ 84.8 5.2 2462.9 3.8 2011.5 e 11 FU + DI~ l+.5 l 5 Ol\YS At 75.5 9.5 2878.0 29.5 1698.6 
12 DICCt-m 1.5 1 5 Ol\YS At 80.0 18.9 1834.0 63.3 1408.1 
13 TCAlJ'J 242 1.0 1 5 Ol\YS At 84.8 20.3 1463.4 80.0 1095.2 
14 NIL fQ.4 135.6 1633.0 70.8 1303.8 
15 Pl.LY 3g 3 L.EPF 76.8 62.l 86.7 2014.0 71.7 1691.2 
16 Pl.LY ::g 3 L.EPF 84.3 72.7 49.6 1706.l 60.8 1609.2 
17 .OU..Y !Lg 3 L£J.f" 85.l 74.':J 30.4 2705./ 44.2 2197.8 
18 DICJM?A 1.5 1 3 L.EPF 104.3 61.6 83.7 2105.4 72.5 1691.2 
l9 TCRXN 242 1.0 1 3 L.EPF 80.0 63.5 70.9 2282.9 65.8 1557.l 
20 NIL 97.l 68.8 1755.7 88.3 1318.7 
w-EAT 19/7/85 19/7/85 24/9/85 15/10/85 12112185 12/12/8 
w-EAT SJffi... 9Jffi.. rnY 9Jffi.. rnAIN 
1R NJ .l-ER3ICIC£ PATE TilvE CF Fl.PNTS CJOt.f\6 rn:JoNS ~TTER RATif\G YiaD 
PffUCATICN /M2 M2 /M2 ~ ~ ~ 
l Pl.LY 3g 40 Ol\YS At 84.3 2.1 3248.8 5.3 1415.5 e 2 Pl.LY 5g 40 Ol\YS Ff£ 81.6 3.1 3321.9 . 6.5 1639.0 
3 tlLY lOg 40 Ol\YS At 87.5 1.9 3483.7 1.7 1631.6 
4 FU + 0Im.12A l+.5 1 40 Ol\YS Ff£ 72.8 1.2 3€63.8 4.5 1661.4 
5 DICA\f!A 1.5 1 40 Ol\YS At fQ.7 18.4 2794.6 30.8 1095.2 
6 TCRDI 242 1.0 l 40 Ol\YS Ff£ 81.l 14.7 3762.9 24.7 1735.9 
7 Nil... 72.0 123.7 3345.3 70.0 1348.5 
8 JllLY 3g 5 Ol\YS Ff£ 74.l 5.1 3431.5 10.3 1616.7 
9 A...LY 5g 5 Ol\YS At 74.4 2.0 3815.2 6.5 1653.9 
10 PU.Y lOg 5 Ol\Y5 Ff£ 76.5 .4 3525.4 2.3 1825.3 
11 FU + DI~ l+.5 1 5 Ol\YS At 71.7 1.2 3334.9 19.5 148'2.6 
12 DICA\f!A 1.5 1 5 Ol\YS Ff£ 68.5 27.9 3:163.5 85.0 1110.1 
13 TCRXN 242 1.0 1 5 Ol\YS At 85.6 9.6 2940.8 65.0 1147.3 
14 NIL 76.5 130.l 3141.8 90.0 1102.6 
15 PU.Y 3g 3 L£OF 81.6 117.7 81.6 3154.8 57.5 1408.l 
16 PU...Y ::g 3 L£OF fQ.4 114.7 32.8 3314.0 27.7 1653.9 
17 PU...Y lOg 3 L£OF 68.3 83.5 27.5 3235.7 27.5 1646.5 
18 DICCM?A 1.5 1 3 l.EPf' 70.4 24.8 60.8 3267.0 35.8 1504.9 
19 TCRXN 242 1.0 1 3 l.EPf' 72.5 48.3 80.3 3478.4 42.7 1661.4 
12 
aJ NIL 68.3 21.2 'OD9.5 51.7 1445.3 
COMMENTS 
Sorrell Control 
Roundup/Ally mixtures and Ally alone are providing excellent 
sorrel control. Spra~seed/Ally is not adequately controlling 
sorrel (Table 2). 
TABLE 2 Sorrel control with herbicides before seeding. 
SITE 1 
















Capeweed Control Pre-Seeding 
85 AL 40 
Burrel - South Stirlings 
1. To determine the efficacy of Roundup or 
Sprayseed in combination with Oicamba, 
2,4-0 Amine, Picloram or Diquat on 
capeweed. 
2. To determine the effect of these herbicides 
on wheat growth and yield. 
A ) s p r a y,s e e d 
Spra~seed + Dicamba 
Spra~seed + 2,4-D Amine 
Spray$eed + Picloram 
Sprayseed + Diquat 
Spray~eed + T6376 
Roundup 
Roundup + Dicamba 
Roundup + 2,4-D Amine 
Roundup + Picloram 
Roundup + Diquat 
Roundup + T6376 
Roundup/Glean ) on buffers 
Spra~seed/Glean ) 
B) Two times of seeding 
1st May 
16th June 
C) Seeding rate 50 kg/ha 








Select and soil test site. 
Spray reps 1, 3 and 6. 
Seed reps 1, 3 and 6. 
Count capeweed and wheat reps 1, 3 and 
6. 
Spray reps 2, 4 and 5. 
Seed reps 2, 4 and 5. 
Count reps 2, 4 and 5. 
c.s.s.P. SOIL TEST: 
p 17 ppm Good 
Nitrate N 13 ppm Fair 
Ammonium N 11 ppm Fair 
Potassium 105 ppm Good 
Organic Carbon 2.5% Very good 
Reactive Iron 200 ppm Normal 
Chloride 18 ppm Very low 
pH 5.68 Good 
RECOMMENDATION: 90-100 kg/ha Agras No. 1 
14 
FILE A40SUM 
NO. HERBICIDE RATE 
l SPRAY.SEED 750 
2 SPRAY.SEED 750 
3 SPRAY.SEED 1000 
4 SPRAY.SEED 1250 
5 S.S +DICAMBA 750+400 
6 S.S +DICAMBA 750+800 
7 S.S+2,4-D AMINE 750+500 
8 S.S+2,4-D AMINE 750+1000 
9 s.s+ PICLORAM 750+7.5 
10 S.S+ PICLORAM 750+15 
11 s.s+ DIQUAT 750+250 
12 S.S+ DIQUAT 750+500 
13 S.S+T6376 750+2 
14 S.S+T6376 750+4 
15 ROUNDUP 500 
16 ROUNDUP 500 
17 ROUNDUP 750 
18 ROUNDUP 1000 
19 ROUNDUP+DICAMBA 500+400 
20 ROUNDUP+DICAMBA 500+800 
21 ROUNDUP+2,4-D AM500+500 
22 ROUNDUP+2,4-D AM500+1000 
23 ROUNDUP+PICLORAM500+7.5 
24 ROUNDUP+PICLORAM500+15 
25 ROUNDUP+DIQUAT 500+250 
26 ROUNDUP+DIQUAT 500+500 
27 ROUNDUP+T6376 500+2 




SEEDED 1/5 TOTAL 
OLD CWNEW CWCLOVER GRASS OTHER WEED WHEAT 
8.5 14.4 8.8 8.3 5.1 45.l 96.5 
10.9 12.5 12.0 7.5 4.8 47.7 72.0 
5.9 11.2 12.3 2.7 5.9 37.9 83.7 
1.6 13.3 10.7 3.7 2.4 31.7 86.l 
.8 13.3 2.7 7.7 2.7 27.2 79.7 
.3 10.4 4.5 6.1 3.7 25.1 81.9 
1.6 18.l 11.2 4.8 2.4 38.l 73.9 
.8 12.5 6.9 12.0 1.6 33.9 83.7 
3.2 11.7 11.7 6.1 4.0 36.8 70.7 
.8 12.3 9.1 3.7 2.9 28.8 80.0 
.3 14.7 10.l 3.5 3.5 32.0 68.0 
.o 15.5 13.9 4.0 2.4 35.7 99.5 
4.0 14.4 6.7 5.1 3.2 33.3 89.l 
5.3 14.7 1.6 1.6 1.9 25.1 81.6 
1.6 9.6 12.3 6.4 6.7 36.5 88.5 
.8 24.5 13.3 4.0 3.2 45.9 81.9 
.3 11.2 28.8 2.9 5.9 49.l 75.5 
.3 6.9 15.7 4.8 2.9 30.7 80.5 
.3 5.1 4.3 4.0 2.7 16.3 73.9 
.3 6.9 3.2 2.4 1.9 14.7 75.2 
.3 9.3 13.l 6.7 2.4 31.7 73.6 
.o 10.7 13.9 2.7 1.1 28.3 70.9 
.5 15.2 16.3 5.9 2.7 40.5 88.8 
1.1 16.0 20.0 5.6 5.1 47.7 66.4 
.o 13.9 15.5 5.9 6.1 41.3 84.0 
.o 11.7 19.5 4.3 4.8 40.3 99.5 
.o 7.2 3.7 3.7 2.4 17.1 66.9 
.8 20.5 3.2 10.9 2.9 38.4 72.8 
Effective capeweed control was achieved with all 
Roundup mixtures and Spray.seed mixtures containing Dicamba, 
Diquat, 2,4-D amine or Picloram. 
Control of capeweed germinating post spraying was not 
e f f e c t i v e 1 y a c h i e v e d w i t h Ro u n d u p o r Sp r a y.s e e d t an k m i x e s w i t h 
the residual herbicide Picloram. 
15 
TITLE: Effect of PP 450 on Wheat Diseases. 
TRIAL NO.: 83 AL 36. 
LOCATION: L. Burkin - Green Range 
AIMS: 
1. To identify which disease PP 450 - fungicide is active on. 
2. To determine the proportion of yield increase after PP 450 
application that is due to suppression of root diseases. 
TREATMENTS: 
2 varieties Aroona and Osprey wheat. 
PP 450 seed dressing 80 and 120 g/100 kg. 
PP 450 coated super 1000, 1500, 2000 ppm at 120 kg/ha. 
PP 450 granules 125, 250, 500 g/ha. 

























50 kg/ha Osprey or Aroona on 10/7/85. 
FERTILISER: 
100 kg/ha Super topdressed 8/7/85. 
120 kg/ha Super sown with seed. 











Seed, fertilise, and pre-seed scarify to 10 ems. 





Harvest and take-all rating. 
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85AL36 EFFECT OF PP450 ON WHEAT DISEASE -L.BURKIN GREEN RANGE 
SUMMARY OF COUNTS,RATINGS AND YIELDS 
Fil£ A:¢><S.Jv1 CXM3Itffi a.LT L.NlLT 
a.LT LJ-0..LT (RM) (ROW) (ROW) 
9/9/85 21/10/85 8/1/136 8/1/136 8/1/136 8/1/136 8/1/136 
w-EAT CRY TA€-A..L TM-Al.. CFAIN CFAIN CFAIN 
Ff>450 MTE TILT R..PNTS tvATTER MTil'{;S AA Tw:;s YIELD . YIB...D YIB...D 
NJ. VITTIETY FCJM.LATICN ~ UHl\ /M2 ~ 0-9 0-9 ~ ~ KGll-A 
1 .£lRXN'.\ NIL 0 1 41.5 2703 6.67 7.67 . 1183 90'2 1216 
2 tlfUNl. NIL 0 0 41.5 2703 7.67 7.TI ll08 1618 llOO 
3 .£lRXN'.\ :EED Cf£SS 5 l 46.l 2943 7.17 7.67 1099 1158 1609 
4~ :EED Cf£SS 5 0 46.l 2943 7.67 7.67 ll83 1275 1065 
5~ :EED Cf£SS 10 l 52.5 2646 6.TI 6.67 970 711 1708 
6 ~ :EEJJ'a£SS 10 0 52.5 2646 8.00 7.33 1376 1925 1051 
7 PRJN3. o:::ATED 9...FER 125 1 49.l 2813 5.67 5.67 1227 1089 1397 
8 ~ cx:ATED 9...FER 125 0 49.l 2813 7.TI 6.33 1087 1234 1286 
9 PffD\A cx:ATED 9...FER . 187 1 51.9 2712 7.00 7.00 1024 l2Q5 1254 
10 ~ o:::ATED 9...FER 187 0 51.9 2712 7.67 6.67 ll75 1352 1295 
11 ~ a::ATED 9...FER 250 l 46.0 2788 6.67 7.67 1164 1226 1673 e '--- 12 ~ o:::ATED 9...FER 250 0 46.0 2788 7.67 7.TI 1393 1784 1596 
13 ~ ~ 125 l 64.8 3066 6.00 7.00 1087 932 1242 
14 ,ORJNl. CRPN..LES 125 0 64.8 3066 8.00 8.00 1093 1218 %6 
15 ~ OOiLES 250 l 51.l 28'25 6.67 6.67 977 1118 llOO 
16 ~ ffiA'U.ES 250 0 51.l 28'25 7.00 6.67 1275 1571 1530 
17 ~ OOiLES 500 l 47.6 27.!B 7.00 7.00 1033 9'2£, 1235 
18 lffiN.\ r:RDN..LES 500 0 47.6 2739 5.67 6.TI 1218 1254 1189 
19 .!lffiJ'A CRON..LES 1000 l 54.4 2898 6 • .50 7.00 1040 1302 1429 
20 Pfm'~ CRPN..LES 1000 0 54.4 2898 5.50 5.00 1268 1242 Wl 
21 ~ ~ 760 l 54.8 2719 7.TI 7.67 llOO ll73 1612 
Z2 ~  760 0 54.8 2719 6.TI 6.17 1505 11365 l;ao 
23 cmtY NIL 0 l 48.9 1137 6.67 6.83 8'26 944 983 
24 cs=f£Y NIL 0 0 48.9 1137 7.00 5.67 f!E 1363 1326 
25 cmtY :EED aBS 5 l 51.l 1621 7.00 7.TI 1352 1075 1695 
26 CffitY SE Cf£SS 5 0 51.l . 1621 6.TI 5.67 1265 1877 1275 
27 cmtY SE Cf£SS 10 l 55.3 1118 7.TI 7.00 9€6 915 1514 
28 a:Ff€Y SE Cf£SS 10 0 55.3 lll8 7.TI 6.TI 957 1074 1056 
29 Cfffi:::Y a::ATED 9...FER 125 l 52.l 1299 7.TI 7.00 785 884 92) 
e 30 a:Ff€Y a::ATED 9...FER 125 0 52.l 1299 7.00 7.00 1001 1439 802 31 a:ff£Y a::ATED 9..Fffi 187 l 47.2 12:.6 7.67 6.83 917 992. 1023 
32 CffftY a::ATED 9...FER 187 0 47.2 12:.6 7.TI 7.TI llOO 1517 1222 
TI cs:A:.Y o:::ATED 8..F£R 250 l 47.5 1432 6.67 7.00 1021 1323 ll49 
34 CffftY o:::ATED 9...FER 250 0 47.5 1432 6.67 6.67 1389 1390 1295 
35 cmtY CRPN..LES 125 l 54.3 1217 7.00 7.17 1286 f!E ll74 
36 CER£Y ffiON.J...ES 125 0 54.3 1217 7.00 6.00 1114 1160 1362 
37 cmtY CRPN..LES 250 l 51.9 1256 7.67 7.TI ll04 972 1115 
39 a:Ff€Y ffiA'U.ES 250 0 51.9 1256 7.00 7.TI 1003 ll03 ll63 
39 cmtY CRPN..LES 500 l 44.8 1348 7.00 7.TI 1055 1054 1028 
40 cmtY ffiA'U.ES 500 0 44.8 1348 7.33 7.00 1073 1293 1145 
41 cs=t£Y ~ 760 l 48.8 1261 7.00 8.00 1154 1153 1153 
42 cmtY  760 0 48.8 1261 8.00 7.00 1261 1008 1513 
43 cmtY ~ 1260 l 39.8 1346 7.00 7.00 913 1134 %6 




A new fungicide for take-all control (PP450) has provided 
marginal take-all protection (Table 3). 
TABLE 3 The effect of various formulations of PP450 (for take-













Ratings in the main rotational trial indicated that later 
planting time, deep ripping and increased seed rate had reduced 








Roundup Effects on Wheat and Barley 
85 AL 64 
W. Middleton - Kojaneerup 
To determine the effects of depth of seeding, 
cultivation spray to seeding delay, weed growth, 
soil type and method of application of Roundup on 




Roundup + Spra~seed 
Round Split Application 
B) Unscarified 
Scarified once 
Scarified three times 
C) Seeding one day or one week after spraying 
D) Plus or minus Apron seed dressing 
E) Two seeding depths 





Fertiliser 130 kg/ha Agras No. 2 
Spray treatments 49-64. 
Spray treatments 5-16, 21-32, 37-48, 53-
64. ' 
Spray treatments 1-4, 17-20, 33-36, 49-52. 
Scarify treatments 5-16, 21-32, 37-48, 53-
64. 
SEED 
Count wheat and weed plants. 
Spray Glean 15 g/ha. 














































RU + SS 











140 kg/ha Agras No. 2 + 30-40 kg/ha Urea at 
4-6 weeks. 
- ROUNDUP CT 800 ML /hA 
- SPRAY.SEED 1500 ML /hA 
- ROUNDUP CT 800 ML /hA + SPRAY.SEED 500 ML /hA 














- Sow 3 ems deep, 1 day after spraying 
- Sow 3 ems deep, 7 days after spraying, scarify 
pre-seeding. 
Sow 1 ems deep, 7 days after spraying, scarify 
pre-seeding. 
Sow 3 ems deep, 7 days after spraying, scarify 
3 times pre-seeding. 
- Treatment sown 1 day after spraying 
- Treatment sown 1 week after spraying 
- Apron applied as a seed dressing at 200 g/100 
kg seed 
- No Apron applied. 
. 20 
RESULTS ~ 
Tables of statistically significant effects and interactions. 
Tables of Means and Associated Counts 




RU + 553 



















RU + SS3 



















RU 800 SS3 
218.12 ( 8) 
547.62 ( 8) 
600.50 ( 8) 
246.62 ( 8) 
376.75 ( 8) 
450.50 ( 8) 
544.12 ( 8) 




















RU + SS 
370.62 ( 8) 
489.50 ( 8) 
564.87 ( 8) 


















2 x RU Total 
304.12 ( 8) 
370.50 ( 8) 
732.12 ( 8) 




377 .25 (32) 
Grass Plants/rn2 HERB. 
Planting Tech. RU 800 SS3 RU + SS 2 x RU Total 
531 18.10 ( 8) 18.30 ( 8) 11. 70 ( 8) 7.00 ( 8) 13.77 (32) 
S32 16.90 ( 8) 31.30 ( 8) 18.90 (. 8) 25.00 ( 8) 23.02 (32) 
Sl3 22.60 ( 8) 17.80 ( 8) 31.50 ( 8) 23.60 ( 8) 23.87 (32) 
534 18.90 ( 8) 16.70 ( 8) 16.00 ( 8) 14.60 ( 8) 16.55 ( 32) 
Total 19.12 ( 8) 21.02 ( 8) 19.52 ( 8) 17.55 ( 8) 19.30 (32) 
Clover Plants/m2 + Apron - Apron Total 
Herb. 
RU 8001 2.90 (16) 3.05 (16) 2.97 (32) 
SS2 3.10 (16) 4.45 (16) 3.77 (32) 
RU + SS3 5.50 (16) 4.35 (16) 4.92 (32) -2 x RU4 1.70 (16) 4.70 (16) 3.20 (32) 
Total 3.30 (64) 4.13 (64) 3.71 (128) 
Clover Plants/rn2 + Apron • - Apron Total 
Time 
l Day 3.45 (16) 4.50 (16) 3.97 (32) 
l Week 3.24 (48) 4.01 (48) 3.63 (96) 
Total 3.34 (64) 4.25 (64) 3.80 (128) 
Clover Plants/m2 HERB. 
Planting Tech. RU 800 SS3 RU + SS 2 x RU Total 
S31 LOO ( 8) 4.30 ( 8) 7.70 ( 8) 2.90 ( 8) 3.97 (32) 
S32 4.50 ( 8) 3.50 ( 8) 3.70 ( 8) 3.20 ( 8) 3. 72 ( 32) 
Sl3 3.00 ( 8) 2.70 ( 8) 4.30 ( 8) 2.40 ( 8) 3.10 (32) 
S34 3.40 ( 8) 4.60 ( 8) 4.00 ( 8) 4.30 ( 8) 4.07 (32) 
Total 2.97 (32) 3.77 (32) 4.92 (32) 3.20 (32) 3. 71 (128) 
22 
Capeweed Plants/m2 + Apron 
Ti:ne 
l Day 6.75 (16) 
l Week 2.56 (48) 
Total 4.65 (64) 
Capeweed Plants/m2 
Planting Tech. RU 800 SS3 
531 0.40 ( 8) 5.60 ( 8) 
532 4.20 ( 8) 2.80 ( 8) 
513 2.90 ( 8) 4.00 ( 8) 
534 2.50 ( 8) 3.60 ( 8) , 
e 
Total 2.50 (32) 4.00 (32) 
Erodium Plants/m2 + Apron 
Herb. 
RU 8001 13.45 ( 16) 
SS2 2.05 ( 16) 
RU + SS3 6.30 ( 16) 
2 x RU4 16.30 (16) 
Total 9.52 (64) 
Erodium Plants/m2 
Planting Tech. RU 800 SS3 
531 11.80 ( 8) l.90 ( 8) 
532 14.40 ( 8) 2.70 ( 8) 
513 14.70 ( 8) l. 70 ( 8) 
S34 17.10 ( 8) 2.50 ( 8) 
Total 14.32 (32) 2.20 (32) 
Dock Plants/rn2 
WHEAT 
+ Apron 8.02 (32) 
- Apron 15.56 (32) 







RU + SS 
8.40 ( 8) 
2.10 ( 8) 
5.30 ( 8) 









RU + SS 
4.99 ( 8) 
7.50 ( 8) 
6.10 ( 8) 











2 x RU 
2.40 ( 8) 
1.00 ( 8) 
l. 70 ( 8) 








2 x RU 
Total 
4\20.(32) 





23.50 ( 8) 10.37 (32) 
8.40 ( 8) 
9.20 ( 8) 









8. 73 (128) 
BLOCK CHARACTERISTICS 
Rep l was a gravelly sand. Rep 2 was a deep sand. 
Rye Grass Clover c. Weed Erodium Dock 
Rep 1 837.03 8.75 5.72 1. 86 14.92 19.58 
Rep 2 46.64 29.86 l. 71 4.75 2. 55 0.06 
85AL64 AOV FOR CROP COUNTS 
FILE A64AOVC 
SOURCE O.F SUM SQUARES MEAN SQUARE F PROB 
BLOCKS l 83.2 83.2 . 5 
TREATMENTS 63 12943.9 205 . .5 1 -z ..... .,,,,.· 
HERBICIDE 3 765.5 255.2 1. 9 
P. TECHNIQUE 3 1884.l 628.0 4.8 .020 
APRON l 1953.l 1953.l 14.8 .001 
CROP l 214.2 214.2 1. 6 
H X PT 9 2024.8 225.0 1. 7 
H X A 3 514.0 171. 3 1. 3 
H X C 3 17.1 5.7 . 0 
T X A 3 57.3 19.l . 1 
T X C 3 1031.0 343.7 2.6 .050 
A X C l 136 .1 136.l l. 0 
ERROR 33 4346.7 131. 7 
ERROR 63 10257.9 162.8 
TOTAL 127 23285.0 
85AL64 ADV FOR RYE COUNTS/M2 
FILE A64AOVR 
SOURCE O.F SUM SQUARES MEAN SQUARE F PROB 
BLOCKS l 19990954.9 19990954.9 252.5 .001 
TREATMENTS 63 4944800.0 78488.9 1.0 
HERBICIDE 3 83831.9 27944.0 .7 
P. TECHNIQUE 3 1530611.6 510203.9 12.5 .001 
APRON l 9608.4 9608.4 .2 
CROP l 21398.6 21398.6 .5 
H X PT 9 583192.8 64799.2 1.6 
H X A 3 973684.8 324561.6 7.9 .001 
24 
H X C 3 148413.l 49471. 0 1.2 
T X A 3 154379.9 51460.0 1.3 
T X C 3 91081.6 30360.5 .7 
A X C 1 92.8 92.8 .o 
ERROR 33 1348504.5 40863.8 
ERROR 63 4986884.7 79156.9 
TOTAL 127 29922639.6 
85AL64 AOV FOR GRASS COUNTS/M2 
FILE A64AOVG 
SOURCE O.F SUM SQUARES MEAN SQUARE F PROB 
BLOCKS 1 14263.6 14263.6 113.3 .001 
TREATMENTS 63 12154.4 192.9 1.5 
HERBICIDE 3 195.8 65.3 .4 ,, P. TECHNIQUE 3 2332.6 777.5 5.0 .001 
APRON 1 29.6 29.6 .2 
CROP 1 1.4 1.4 .o 
H X PT 9 2385.7 265.1 1. 7 
H X A 3 413.0 137. 7 .9 
H X C 3 497.3 165.8 1.1 
T X A 3 351.4 117. l .7 
T X C 3 517.5 172.5 1.1 
A X C l 266.8 266.8 1. 7 
ERROR 33 5163.3 156.5 
ERROR 63 7933.8 125.9 
TOTAL 127 34351.8 
85AL64 AOV FOR CAPE WEED COUNTS/M2 
FILE A64AOVCW 
.i' SOURCE O.F SUM SQUARES MEAN SQUARE F PROB ' BLOCKS 1 266.8 266.8 10.3 .001 TREATMENTS 63 1591.8 25.3 1.0 
HERBICIDE 3 150.9 50.3 2.4 .060 
P. TECHNIQUE 3 48.5 16.2 .8 
APRON 1 12.0 12.0 .6 
CROP 1 .6 .6 .o 
H X PT 9 252.0 28.0 1.3 
H X A 3 47 .3 . 15.9 .8 
H X C 3 96.0 32.0 1.5 
T X A 3 233.l 77.7 3.7 .040 
T X C 3 53.0 17.7 .8 
A X C l 6.8 6.8 .3 
ERROR 33 691.l 20.9 
ERROR 63 1627.3 25.8 
TOTAL 127 3485.9 
25 
85AL64 AOV FOR CLOVER COUNTS/M2 
FILE A64AOVCL 
SOURCE O.F SUM SQUARES MEAN SQUARE F PROB 
BLOCKS 1 515.2 515.2 38.0 .001 
TREATMENTS 63 746.7 11.9 .9 
HERBICIDE 3 73.0 24.3 2.8 .050 
P. TECHNIQUE 3 18.4 6.1 .7 
APRON 1 22.4 22.4 2.6 .150 
CROP 1 1.8 1.8 .2 
H X PT 9 149.4 16.6 1.9 .100 
H X A 3 74.9 25.0 2.9 .050 
H X C 3 7.8 2.6 .3 
T X A 3 69.2 23.l 2.6 .040 
T X C 3 34.5 11.5 1.3 
A X C 1 6.8 6.8 .8 
ERROR 33 288.5 8.7 
ERROR 63 854.7 13.6 
TOTAL 127 2116.6 -85AL64 AOV FOR ERODIUM COUNTS/M2 
FILE A64AOVE 
SOURCE O.F SUM SQUARES MEAN SQUARE F PROB 
BLOC:<S l 49S::LS 4?00.5 40.4 .001 "'" TREATMENTS 63 7624.5 121.0 1.0 
HERBICIDE 3 3011.1 1003.7 14.3 .001 
P. TECHNIQUE 3 118.2 39.4 .6 
APRON 1 79.4 79.4 1.1 
CROP 1 13.5 13.5 .2 
H X PT 9 1389.9 154.4 2.2 .050 
H X A 3 446.7 148.9 2.1 .040 
H X C 3 44.9 15.0 .2 
T X A 3 135.9 45.3 .6 
T X C 3 74.4 24.8 .4 
A X C 1 .o .o .o ;. ERROR 33 2310.5 70.0 
ERROR 63 7644.7 121.3 
TOTAL 127 20169.7 
85AL64 AOV FOR DOCK COUNTS/M2 
FILE A64AOVD 
SOURCE D.F SUM SQUARES MEAN SQUARE F PROB 
BLOCKS 1 12191.4 12191.4 71.4 .001 
TREATMENTS 63 10722.4 170.2 1.0 
HERBICIDE 3 902.3 300.8 1.8 
P. TECHNIQUE 3 872.4 290.8 1. 7 
APRON 1 562.8 562.8 3.3 .050 
CROP l 497.7 497.7 2.9 .070 
H X PT 9 923.3 102.6 .6 
H X A 3 296.3 98.8 .6 
26 
H X C 3 292.6 97.5 
T X A 3 180.3 60.l 
T X C 3 216.7 72.2 
A X C l 357.8 357.8 
ERROR 33 5620.2 170.3 
ERROR 63 10763.9 170.9 
TOTAL 127 33677.7 
85 AL 64 ANLAYSIS OF DEPTH OF SEEDING 







Averages of 8 
Wheat 
DEPTH OF SEEDING WHEAT 
l CM 35 
4 CM 52.2 
Averages of 16 replicates 
Wheat plants/m2 








DEPTH OF SEEDING 
l CM 
GRAVELLY SAND DEEP SAND 
37.2 39.7 
4 CM 49.7 46.4 
Averages of 16 replicates 







2 X RU 
35.4 
53.9 




Direct drill lwk after spray 50.3 45.5 44.4 
Scarify one~ lwk after spray 37.7 49.5 51.2 
Scarify thrice lwk after spray 42.9 56.8 45.8 
85AL41 
TILLAGE 
Direct drill lday after spray 
Direct drill l wk after spray 
Scarify +sow l wk after spray 
Wheat plants/m2 (Yield kg/ha) 
RU 1000 SS 1250 RU 500 SS 750 
43 (290) 56 (420) 45 (586) 67 (572) 
55 (328) 48 (247) 56 (353) 52 (269) 









History Effects on wheat Responses. 
85 AL 42 
J. Ellet - Green Range 
To determine the effects of tillage, time of 
planting, fertilization and sowing density of 
Osprey and Aroona wheat on yield, growth, pest 
and disease incidence. 
2 times of planting - 2/5/85 and 26/6/85. 
4 levels of tillage - nil, scarified, deep 
ripped and scarified. 
2 sowing densities - 50 kg/ha and +oo kg/ha. 
2 fertiliser rates - 120 kg/ha Agras 1 at 
seeding, and 120 kg/ha 
Agras at seeding plus 120 
kg/ha topdressed. 


















1 L/ha RU plus .s L/ha Dicamba to wheat 
and lupin block. 
Seed wheat. 
Seed lupins and apply 2 L/ha Simazine. 
Spray for red mite. 
Count wheat. 
RU SOU ml /ha+ Dicamba 480 ml /na to 
Blocks 1 and 3. 
SS 800 ml /ha+ Dicamba 400 ml /ha to 
Blocks 2 and 4. 
Seed wheat and lupins. 
Topdress Agras .. 
Count wheat and sample. 
Count Ryegrass - Spray Ryegrass. 
Count wheat. 



























RECOMMENDATION: OAP 90 kg/ha + Urea 50 kg/ha @ 6 weeks. 







Fertiliser $250/ton; $30/120 kg 
RESULTS 
FILE A42XSUM 
RJNTED VPRIETY CEN3ITY S.B w-EATM2 RY8J1ASM ffiY \!EIG-ff 2/10 YIM KGtl-¥\ TM:-+U RAT.IN:; 
D.RIP NIL D.RIP NIL O.RIP NIL O.RIP NIL O.RIP NIL 
2/5/85 lJ:RB' 50.0 NIL 42 49 108 59 2681 2970 822 966 12.8 17.3 
2/5/85 CERB' 50.0 + N 32 68 149 61 2787 3575 981 123'2 12.8 17.5 
2/5/85 cs::F£Y 50.0 + N,s::ffi 48 51 52 46 3183 3154 1197 1145 14.l 18.0 
2/5/85 cs=f£Y 100.0 NIL 94 189 80 49 2522 3055 947 979 14.0 17.8 
2/5/85 os=R:Y 100.0 +N 71 121 47 78 3531 3718 1555 1579 15.6 17.0 
2/5/85 a::FfEY 100.0 + N,SJlR 110 90 60 49 3247 "!1947 1364 1112 15.4 17.8 
2/5/85 PfDN'.\ 50.0 NIL 2.6 49 121 57 2181 2430 692 565 10.3 15.0 
2/5/85 PffiN'.\ 50.0 +N 27 40 134 88 3012 2955 859 686 12.3 14.8 
2/5/85 A'UNl\ 50.0 + N,s::ffi ?6 42 48 57 2633 2986 724 794 13:3 16.0 
2/5/85 mJN!l. 100.0 NIL 73 89 85 61 2312 2579 655 499 13.0 14.8 
2/5/85 NUNl. 100.0 +N 81 lll 85 75 3161 312.6 &59 722 13.9 16.8 
2/5/85 mJN!l. 100.0 + N,SJlR 62. 90 78 61 2742 2943 719 535 14.5 16.5 
2.616185 Cfff£'{ 50.0 NIL 65 54 75 58 2092 1/..513 1794 1123 17.8 14.9 
26/6/85 CEFfEY 50.0 + N 99 88 120 47 2988 1583 1990 1643 18.8 16.0 
26/6/85 CS1B ·50.0 + N,s::ffi 85 80 70 71 2368 22)7 1768 1703 18.8 15.0 
26/6/85 CS1B 100.0 NIL 133 133 107 60 2246 1857 1930 1572 18.0 15.8 
'lE/6185 CS1B 100.0 +N 145 130 90 33 ZS2.4 2D9 2033 1509 18.0 16.5 
26/6/85 CEFfEY 100.0 + N,s:PR 140 146 128 82 2492 2023 2167 1694 18.l 16.5 
26/6/85 PRD-A 50.0 NIL 65 65 122 35 2761 1&56 1392 1153 17.5 14.8 
'lE/6185 PffiN'.\ 50.0 +N 70 73 107 51 3454 2785 Al54 1548 18.3 14.8 
2616185 ACUJ'.A 50.0 + N,s::ffi 72 75 96 69 3575 2775 2140 1540 18.0 15.0 
'lE/6185 mJN!l. 100.0 NIL 119 106 79 48 3770 2295 7ff.E 1507 19.0 14.8 
2616185 mJN!l. 100.0 +N 126 128 55 68 4042 3828 2261 2145 19.0 16.6 
26/6/85 PRlN:\ 100.0 + N;s::ffi 122 126 84 68 3862 3116 2358 1929 18.5 15.8 
MAIN EFFECTS 
TIME OF SOWING Wheat/m2 Rye/m2 Dry wt 2/10 Yield Take-all 
215185 70 74 2976 925 
26/6/85 102 76 2669 1793*** 
VARIETY 
Osprey 94 74 2693 1450 
Aroona 78 76 2952* 1268* 
SEED RATE 
50 KG 58 79 2694 1271 
100 KG 114 71 2951* 1447"* 
OEEP HIP 
Nil 91 60 2732 1245 
30 cm 81 91 2913* 1474*"11• 
SUB TREAT 
Nil 85 75 2429*** 1169** 
+N 88 81 2913 1479 
+N +Scarify 86 70 2822 1430 




Over all other treatments, doubling the recommended 
seeding rate improved yield 12% (177 kg). 
Seeding Rate 
Over all other treatments, doubling the recommended 
seeding rate improved yield 12% (177 kg). 
TABLE 4 The effect of seeding rate on grain yield(Kg/Ha) as 
modified by time of planting and variety. 
Seeding Rate 
Time of Planting Variety 50 kg/ha 100 kg/ha 
May 2 . Osprey 1057 b 1256 c 
Aroona 720 a 668 a 
June 26 Osprey 1670 d 1817 e 
Aroona 1637 d 2049 f 








It was hypothesised that increasing seeding rate would 
increase early cover (to prevent erosion) increase light 
interception (to improve growth) and reduce weed competition 
effects. · 
The optimum seeding rate depended on both the time of 
planting and variety (Table 4) over the range of cultural and 
fertiliser--revels imposed. 
Responsiveness of yield to seeding rate was not affected by 
preseeding scarification, fertiliser rate or deep ripping. 
Of the eight treatments that yielded more than 2 t/ha six 
were planted at the high seeding rate. 
Fertiliser Rates 
The yield response to doubling the recommended fertiliser 
rate .was between 200 and 300 kg/ha regardless of the absolute 
yield, thus, the extra grain produced just paid for the extra 
fertiliser. It would appear that the optimum rate is somewhat 
greater than the recommended rate but less than double. 
Time of Planting 




Time of Planting Grain yield Dry matter Grain yield Ory matter 
kg/ha kg/ha kg/ha kg/ha 
May 2 1156 3198 694 2754 
June 26 1743 2190 1843 3149 
Time of planting was the biggest single effect in the 
trial and the most complex. It had a significant interaction 
with all the other treatments except fertiliser rate. 
With early planting, dry matter production of Osprey wa~ 
increased by over 30%, however, yields were depressed by over 
30%. The opposite trend occurred in Aroona. (Table 5). 
The time of planting response is difficult to interpret 
because of interaction between it and disease levels. Next 
season, when there will be wheat on lupins, grassy pasture or 
grass free pasture the influence of disease on growth and yield 
should become more apparent. 
This poor conversion of dry matter to yield with early 
planted cereals has been observed in other trials and published 
in Anderson (1980). 
Deep Ripping 
TABLE 6 The effect of time of planting and fertiliser 
application on grain yield response to deep ripping. 
Fertiliser 
Time of Planting Ripping 120 kg Agras 240 kg Agras 
May 2 Nil 752 1054 
30 ems 781 1065 
June 26 Nil 1338 1711 
30 ems 1803 2084 
The yield effects of deep ripping with the agroplow to 
30 ems were dependent on the time of planting (Table 6). Extra 
fertiliser only partially reduced the deep ripping response 
indicating that the main effect of ripping was not nitrogen. 
It may have been disease control because take-all ratings were 
much lower on the deep ripped plots. Soil moisture measurements 
indicated only slightly better water relations in the deep ripped 
plots, (Appendix 1) however it is possible that increased root 
growth in the deep ripped plots resulted in greater water use 
(and growth). 
Top yields were obtained when both increased fertiliser was 
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Garlon 480 Time of.Spraying on Blackberry. 
Bottlebrush Road, Albany. 
To determine the best time of application for 
Garlon 480 to control Blackberry. 
TREATMENTS: Garlon applied as a high volume spray at a 




3 April, 84 
l May, 84 
12 June, 84 
9 July, 84 
10 August, 84 
11 October, 84 










TITLE: Blackberry Herbicide (High Volume) Demonstrations and 
Observations. 
TREATMENTS: All sprays are high volume application (approx 1200L/ha). 
Herbicide 
Tordon 1:75 + Roundup1:300 
Roundup 1:80 
Garlon 480 1:500 
Garlon 480 1:500 + 550 + 1:400 
Garlon 480 1:500 + 500 1:400 + W.A. 1:400 
Garlon 480 1:500 + W.A. 1:400 
Roundup 1:80 +winter burn 
Garlon 480 1:480 +winter burn 
Tordon 105 1:100 +winter burn 
Tordon 105 1:100 
2,4,5-T Amine 1:80 + 550 1:100 
Roundup 1: 100 
Garlon 480 1: 500 
Garlon 480 + 1:500 
Garlon 480 1:500 +Roundup 1:200 
Grazon 1:150 
Garlon 480 1:500 + Grazon 1:300 
Ustilan 6-65 ~g ai/ha 
Ustilan 19.5 ai/ha 
Roundup 1:100 + (NHu)2 S04 (0.4%) 
Roundup l: 100 
2,4,5-T Amine 1:160 + Garlon 480 1:1000 + 500 1:60 + W.A. 1:680 
2,4,5-T Amine 1:80 + Garlon 480 1:2700 + 550 1:680 + W.A. 1:680 
2,4,5-T Amine 1:120 Garlon 480 1:1450 + 550 1:680 + W.A. 1:680 
Garlon 1: 480 
Garlon 1:240 
Garlon 1:480 
Garlon 1: 480 
Garlon 1:500 + WSO 1:340 + W.A. 1:680 
Roundup 1:80 on Feb 1, then Garlon 1:500 + WSO 1:34 + W.A. 1:680 on 
Garlon 1:500 + WSO 1:340 + W.A. 1:680 
Garlon 1:500 + WSO 1:340 + W.A. 1:680 
Garlon 1:240 
Garlon 1:20 
Reglon 1:270 + Diuron 1:270 + W.A. 1:680 
Garlon 1:500 + Roundup 1:200 + W.A. 1:600 











Apri 1, 5 
April, 5 
April, 5 

































































Sprays containing Picloram have generally performed well. Roundup may be mixed 
with Garlon 480 or Tordon 105 to help control bracken or perennial grasses 
associated with Blackberry. 
Ammonium sulphate did not significantly improve the performance of Roundup at 
the 1:100 dilution rate. 
Ammonium sulphate may have been too low. Subsequent work in Eastern States 







Garlon 1:30 + 
2,4,5-T Amine 




Blackberry herbicide (low volume) demo sites. 
All sprays applied in less than 200 L/ha of water. 
Vol. of Applic. Method % Kill 
15 Mister 95 
150 95 - 100 
Tordon 105 1:12 100 







20 1: 8 
10 
10 
100 ml /bush 
Herbi 
Herbi 




Low volume spraying on blackberry appears to be 
reasonably effective if (i) reasonable coverage of 
the bush is achieved and (ii) concentrations of herbi-
cide is increased so that the same quantity of active 
ingredient is applied with low volume application as 
would have been applied with high volume spraying. 
Ustilan granules 6.65 kg ai/ha. gave 60% control, however 
granules were experimental formulation and very dusty and 










Comparison of sprayers and spray volume for blackberry 
contra 1. 
Lauder, Youngs Siding. 
Roundup applied at 15 L/ha in 1500, 150 or 15 L total 
spray solution per hectare. 
Roundup 
Dilution Rate Rate/ha Volume of 
Application 
1: 100 15 L 1500 95 - 100 
Neat 15 L 15 95 
1:14 15 L 150 95 - 100 
Blackberry at this site was a paddock infestation 
that had been slashed and sprayed in previous 
yearso It was typically low and scramply and 
less than 20 cm tall and sparse. 
Good coverage was achieved with all equipment. 
Finer nozzles for the Rega knapsack to apply 




Blackberry herbicides screening. 
Kent River 
To compare the efficacy of 2,4,5-T Amine Dowco 233 
(Triclopyr) and Tordon 5-20 at various rates on black-
berry. 
Sprays applied on 26/1/78 and 17/1/79 as a high volume spray (approximately 







Triclopyr (Dowco 233) 
II II 
COMMENTS: 
Percentage Ki 11 
Rate 14/12/78 16/1/79 8/1/80 
1:75 70 90 80 
1:150 s s so 
1:100 Bull-dozed 60 98 
1:200 70 90 95 
1:100 90 80 100 
1:200 90 20 100 
Substantial regrowth occurred after the first years 
application of triclopyr however this was completely 







Krenite on blackberry (76 AL 8). 
G. Wright, Kent River 
To evaluate Krenite for blackberry control. 
Applied on 4/3/76 in high water volume (approximately 
1000 L/ha) 2 
Bushes 25 m 
Assessment 6/5/76 March 1977. 
Kreni te 1: 100 
Krenite 1:50 
2,4,5-T Amirie 1:800 





2,4,S-T Amine is more effective than Krenite as a 











2 , 4 , 5-T Amine 
COMMENTS: 
Methods of Krenite Application for Blackberry Control. 
Ebbett, Kent River. 
To compare high and low volume rates of application of 
Krenite and 2,4,5-T Amine for Blackberry control. 
Krenite is a growth regulant type herbicide and was 
applied on 6/4/79, in mild sunny weather, Blackberry 
in the ripe fruit stage. 
Rate Applicator Approx. % Kill Water Volume 9!_5!_79 23!_10!_79 
1:50 Sprayrite 1000 60 80 
1:75 II II 80 80 
1:50 II 2000 80 100 
1:75 II II 80 80 
1:130 II 1000 20 60 
1:10 Mister 30 60 20 
1:50 If 30 0 10 
1:10 II 100 20 20 
1:50 II 100 0 20 












Low volume rusting was less effective than high volume spraying, however 
it should be noted that more herbicide is applied to the target with that 
method. 
Withhzjh volume spraying Krenite solutions applied at 1000 L/ha performed 
better than those applied at 2000 L/ha. 
It would appear that the optimum rate of carrier for Krenite is somewhere 















Oil l: 100 
Summer Spraying 
















To determine the effects of wetting agents and summer spraying 
oil on the wetting of blackberry leaves. 
Various solutions of wetting agent and summer spraying oil in 
water were sprayed onto the shiny upper surface of blackberry 
leaves and the downy, hairy lower surface of leaves. The 
distribution of the water film was then recorded. 
Water Film Distribution 
Upper Leaf Surface 
Film remains in vein grooves and 
cover less than 10% of the 
surface. 
Thin film across entire surface. 
·As above. 
Thin film adjacent to veins and 
sparse hairs but dry spots occur 
between veins. About 50% of the 
leaf surface covered. 
As above, 
As above. 
Thick film of solution across 
entire surface. 
As above. 
Thin film of solution across 
entire surface. 
Lower Leaf Surface 
Droplets initially sit on 
the top of the downy surface 
but slowly penetrates and 
spreads out after approxi 
mately a minute. 
Thi~k film to the thickness 




Approximately 90% of the 
leaf surface covered by 
a film indented around the 
hairs. 
As above. 
Thick film across total 
surface to the thickness 
of the downy ha
0
ir. Some 





- 2 ~ 
COMMENTS: 
Young leaves more easily wett~d than old leaves. 
This data supports the field experience that 1:400 summer spraying oil plus 
1:400 wetting agent appears to improve herbicide effectiveness. 
With the higher concentrations of summer spraying oil and wetting agent the 
film dried more quickly. It is not known whether this is due to mort! rapid 
absorption into the leaf or if the film was thinner .and therefore evaporated 
more quickly (viz. 1:100 SSO + 1:100 r...T.A. took 1.45 seconds to dry wl.ereas 












Rope Wick Applied 2,4-D Amine for Ar~m Lily Control. 
L. Elldridge, Cuthbert 
Applied on 18/9/84 with a hand held rope wick applicator 
in slightly overcast conditions - temperature - 17°C. 






















5. Tribunil D 
6. lg!'." an 
7. Hoegrass 
8. 2,4-DB 
9. Banvel 200 
10. Diquat 
11. Tor don 50-D 
12. Weedazol TL 
13. 2,4-D Amine 
14. Paraquat 
Arum Lily Herbicide Screening 
Atwell, Robinson Estate 
Treatment 1-11 sprayed high volume at a dilution rate 
1 part herbicide to 100 parts water plus 1 part SSO 
and 1 part wetting agent to 400 parts water on 5/8/82 
and 13/9/83. Treatments 12 - 14 added on 13/9/83. 
l'o KILL 












Plus 20 0 
80 
98 
15. Rope Wick 2,4-D 1: 1 60 
TITLE: Herbicide Screening for Arum Lily Control. 
LOCATION: Busselton. 
TREATMENTS: Applied as a high volume spot spray to individual plants, 
apart from granule treatments. 
Sprays applied in August. 
Plots rates in May. 
RESULTS: 
Herbicide Rate 
% Kill R~~i_I}g_ 
I II 
2,4-D Amine 1:100 100 60 
2,4-D Amine l:SO 100 20 
2,4,S-T Amine l:lSO so 100 
2,4,S-T Amine 1:100 100 
2,4,S-T Amine l:SO 100 100 
Banvel 200 l:lSO so 10 
" " 1:100 70. so 
II II l:SO 20 10 
Banvel granule (10% ai) 2.Sg/plant 
" " II Sg/plant so so 
" " " lOg/plant so 70 
Roundup l:lSO 100 100 
" 1:100 100 100 
" l:SO 100 100 







II " 1:100 100 
II II l:SO so 20 
+ Weedazol 1:400 + 3:400 10 so 
+ II 
+ II 
1:200 + 1:200 100 60 
3:400 + 1:400 100 100 
so so 

























































Weedazol TL Plus 
COMMENTS: 
Herbicide screening on gorse. 
G. Porter. Cape Riche. 
To compare 2,4,5-T Amine, Krenite, Tordon 50-D and 
Weedazol TL Plus at 2 rates of application for the 
control of gorse. 
Sprayed on 4/3 /76 in 2000 L/ha water. 
f'o Kill 
Dilution Rate Rate/Ha 6/5/76 Ave 
I II 
1:300 6.66 30 2 16 
1:600 3.33 10 0 5 
1: 50 40 0 0 0 
1: 100 20 1 0 ~ 
1:400 5 75 20 47 
1:800 2.5 0 2.5 1. 2 
1: 25 80 90 80 85 
1: 50 40 85 80 82 
Evaluation too early to see full effects of Krenite. 
AGRICULTURE PROTECTION BOARD 
CATALOGUE OF CURRENT EXTENSION PUBLICATIONS (JUNE 1985) 
Infonotes (Advisory Leaflets) 
A series of full coloured leaflets on declared plants and some declared 
animals. These are mainly aimed at teaching recognition and ecology of 
declared species. Control information is not normally included. 
22 Cape tulip 
24 Artichoke thistle 
31 Water hyacinth 
32 Mesquite 
33 Mexican poppy 
34 Noogoora burr 




39 Stemless thistle 
40 Water lettuce 
41 Leafy elodea 
42 Elodea 
43 Arrowhead and saggitaria 







52 Narrow leaf cotton bush 
53 Prickly pear 
54 Boneseed 
55 Apple of Sodom 
56 Gorse 
57 Skeleton weed 
58 Ca 1 trap (out vf print) 
59 Pennyroya 1 
60 Matricaria 
61 St John's wort 
62 The dingo 
63 Silverleaf nightshade 
64 Geraldton carnation weed 
65 Arum 1 ily 
66 Gorteria 
67 African thistle 
68 Afghan thistle 
69 Bindweed 
70 Khaki weed 
71 Feral donkey 
72 Giant toad 
73 Fera 1 goat 
74 Paterson's curse 
· 75 Ragwort 
76 Perennial thistle 
* Being prepared 





































Sulphur crested cockatoo 






Agile wa 11 aby 
Western grey kangaroo 
















r.ommon sensitive plant 
Glaucous star thistle * 
Insect pests of stored grain 
Feral camel 
Indian palm squirrel 
European wasp * 
